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A lifestyle is the way how a person or a group of people lives and works. Our life is different
from lives of our ancestors in many different areas: family life, education, medical care, fashion,
hobbies, environment, science and technology, communication, travelling and many others.

Now I would like to tell you something about the main differences between life of our ancestors
and our life. I think that the biggest difference is that everything is faster and simplified. People
try to save their time as much as possible. Good example is moving from villages to towns and
cities – people can get goods and find a job easier in cities.

Another big difference is that everything is more comfortable now than it was in the past.
People used to work in the fields and in the open air, now they sit in warm and comfortable
offices and do a metal work instead of working by hands. And that’s maybe why in the past
people were more resistant to cold and did not suffer so much from different allergies and they
also had more physical activity. Now they suffer from allergies and civilization diseases like
stress or obesity. These things become more and more common. People in the past also lived
in harmony with nature and they had closer relationship toward animal and plants. Now people
very often ignore the rules of nature, they pollute nature and most of them don´t care about
environmental problems.
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Now something about family life: The rules and customs of family life changed diametrically. In
the past, when people wanted to live together, they got married. To have children or live in a
pair and not to be married was considered something like a „family catastrophe”. Now
unmarried couples live together and often have children, society doesn´t judge them. In the
past it wasn´t very common to get divorced but now a lots of marriages ends in divorces.
That’s why there are so many single-parent families. In past a single-parent family was usually
the result of the death of a spouse. And marriage wasn´t often a matter of free choice of or
love, but parents tried to find a wife or husband who was good enough for their child (according
to them), but now it is normal that people choose their partners on they own. As for
homosexuality, in the past single-sex marriages were illegal, but now single-sex couples can
get married easily, and they can even adopt a child in many countries. It is mainly because the
society becomes more and more tolerant.

In past, families spent more time together. They had no computers and TVs, so they spent
evenings chatting with members of their family. Also the role of a mother changed a lot. A wife
in the past was expected to stay at home and to be a housekeeper – she had to prepare meal,
look after children and clean the house while husband worked to get money. Now a day, almost
every woman goes to work and has a profession which she could never have in the past, they
become for example a doctor, a lawyer, a business woman and so on . They have children later
then in the past, because they want to build their career at work. Some women can even get
more money than their husbands! That’s why women became more independent on their
husbands; they can more rely on themselves.

Now I´d like to tell you something about eating habits. In past, for many years people were
limited in what they could eat. During the war and after it was difficult to produce and trade
food. Now you can just go to the supermarket and choose whatever you want, or go to
restaurant and order your favourite meal. In the past families usually met at a big table every
evening and had a dinner together. Now it´s nothing weird to have a dinner on our own in a
living room while watching TV. Influence of TV in eating habits is enormous – people eat
unhealthy food bought in supermarket in a box, which they just put into the microwave oven
and then eat it on a sofa in front of TV just for not missing their favourite programme. Many
people do not care about what they eat; they care just about the speed of preparing. That´s
why the role of fast-foods grows so much. In the past there wasn´t anything like McDonalds or
KFC, people didn´t eat so many junky food and didn´t drink fizzy drinks like Coca-Cola. Now
many people can´t imagine their life without a hamburgers or chips from fast-food.
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